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Revealed: Brisbane’s new renovation
hotspots
Homeowners in some areas are spending up to four times more on renovations than one year ago. TOP 20

SUBURBS REVEALED

Viva Hyde

4 min read May 7, 2023 - 12:00AM News Corp Australia Network

Brisbane's south has emerged as a renovation hub

Homeowners in some areas of Brisbane are spending up to four times more on renovations than one year
ago, with the city’s south notching up the biggest increase in project costs despite a wider decline across the
city.

Exclusive new data has also revealed the top 20 suburbs with the most growth in renovation costs.

Brisbane’s south had the biggest bill outside of the inner-city, with a total spend of $161m, the analysis by
region of Australian Bureau of Statistics (ABS) data by Place Advisory shows.
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12 Boongall Rd, Camp Hill sold for $2m

Industry insiders say owner-occupiers in these areas were choosing to renovate rather than sell due to lack
of listings and soaring property prices, bucking a broader fall in new projects as the construction industry
reels from material price hikes and delays.

The total renovation cost across Greater Brisbane was $1.27b in 2022, compared to $1.63b in 2021.

Inner-city homeowners accounted for $393m of that amount.

The suburb breakdown showed Spring Hill had the highest increased spend of 312 per cent, while costs in
Taringa more than tripled, from $2m to $6.7m, and Camp Hill recorded 2022’s highest overall bill of
$22.3m among surveyed suburbs.

PropTrack senior economist Eleanor Creagh

PropTrack economist Eleanor Creagh said renovation activity had slowed across the board.

Queensland’s total dwelling approvals fell 18.8 per cent in the 12 months to the end of January, while
building costs were up 18 per cent, according to the ABS.

“A shortage of building materials, supply chain disruptions, labour shortages and soaring costs have hit the
construction industry,” Ms Creagh said.

“Consumer confidence fell last year as interest rates quickly rose. Coupled with construction industry
challenges and the significant increases in costs, there has been fewer people looking to renovate and less
demand for new builds.”
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Cohen Handler managing director Jordan Navybox Pic Jamie Hanson

Buyer’s agent Jordan Navybox, of Cohen Handler, said renovated properties were achieving premium prices
as many shied from taking on projects.

Conversely, vacant land and properties in need of major work were selling for up to 25 per cent less less
than 12-18 months ago, presenting lucrative opportunities for investors and developers prepared to weather
the construction storm.

“Whilst Brisbane is sitting pretty flat as a whole, we’ve seen renovated homes achieve 10 per cent-plus
growth in the last 12 months, and it’s because buyers are more fearful to renovate or build property due to
the increase in build costs, and increase in wait times,” Mr Navybox said.

“Now more than ever, my longterm development clients are picking up really good deals in the renovation
space.”

Renovator at 43 Palmer St, Windsor sold for $1.67m
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Near-new home at 12 Rupert St, Windsor sold for $3.2m

Among recent deals, Mr Navybox acquired a renovator on a 607sq m lot on Palmer St, Windsor for $1.67m,
while a 2019-built home on a 365sq m lot one street over sold for $3.2m last year.

PropTrack data shows the median house price in the suburb was $1.176m, up 2.7 per cent from last year.

Place Bulimba agent Joanna Gianniotis, of Place Bulimba, said homeowners in traditional areas such as
Camp Hill and Coorparoo had realised impressive capital gains through renovation.

Place Bulimba agent Joanna Gianniotis

“It’s the new generation of families moving in,” Ms Gianniotis said.

“In the past, people stayed in their homes for so much longer, now it’s more transient because people will
see they can make good capital gains on their work, and then they’ll turn around and do it again.”

PropTrack data shows house prices in Coorparoo rose steeply through 2021/22 to a median of $1.338m, up
4.9 per cent since last year.

Camp Hill followed a similar trajectory, with the median prices hitting $1.425m in November, but were
down 3.2 per cent from 12 months ago.
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714 Jesmond Rd, Fig Tree Pocket sold for $2m

MORE NEWS

Property guru reveals new trends in market rebound

Step inside your Sunshine Coast Hinterland dream life

Buyers blitz Brisbane auction but sellers say no

“There is a lot of money going in on the streets across the southside and it really changes the streetscape and
the median value of these suburbs,” Ms Gianniotis said.

“Buyers have realised that these are beautiful areas to live in, and that they won’t go wrong by adding value
to a home, because the recent sales support that.”

Real Estate Institute of Queensland (REIQ) CEO Antonia Mercorella advised would-be renovators to
evaluate their home’s current market value and obtain several quotes for required work.

55 Shelley St, Sunnybank sold for $1.086m

Other factors included the cost of rental accommodation while the project was underway, and the potential
emotional toll.

“For those of us that bought at yesteryear prices, it’s not uncommon to look around to see what else is
available in the area and where market prices have moved to, and decide that upgrading your property is an
appealing alternative to the upheaval and expense of moving house,” Ms Mercorella said.
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“It’s also important to consider the additional costs that come with buying property, with stamp duty being
the most significant.”

REIQ CEO Antonia Mercorella

For cosmetic renovations, Ms Mercorella said a general rule of thumb was to spend less than 10 per cent of
the property’s market value.

“Unfortunately, the cost of any improvements you make don’t always automatically add to the value of your
home and translate to a higher valuation. This is particularly true if the work is not done properly, so
ensuring your builder is licenced is a must,” she said.

“It’s very easy to get carried away and overcapitalise when it comes to making improvements to our own
homes and this is where thorough price research and sticking to a budget is essential.”
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